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Puzzle
• The established theory in the field of health economics
predicts an inverse relationship between drinking and
human capital
• The `legendary' alcohol consumption in Russia and the
related health problems (Baltagi, Geishecker 2006)
• Abrupt jump in alcohol use since the beginning of the
transitional period (Nemtsov 2000)
• It has been playing central role in mortality crisis in Russia
among working men (Leon et al. 2009; Norstrom 2011)
• According to the cross-country statistics, Russians have high
educational attainments
• During the transition scope of higher education has been
even widened

The hypothesis
• The higher the value of an individual's skills, the stronger their
incentive to abstain from alcohol
• The intuition behind the hypothesis is related to the opportunity
cost of physical inability: as far as good physical condition is
necessary for realizing valuable skills an owner of more valuable
skills, other things being equal, has a stronger pecuniary incentive
to support their physical ability
• Alcohol use/abuse is particularly relevant for checking the intuition
owing to its immediate weakening effect on physical ability: when
an individual is aware of this relationship, he/she abstains from
alcohol depending on the return to their skills

Three explanations of positive link between
health behavior and education (Cowell 2006)
• Efficiency mechanism: productive efficiency –
efficiency for a given set of inputs; allocative
efficiency – efficiency at allocating inputs to the
health production function. Result – health is a
smooth continuous function of education.
• Unobserved heterogeneity: unobserved variables
are correlated with both the schooling and health
decisions, e.g. time preference
• Future opportunity costs: schooling induces to
reduce unhealthy activities that might limit his
earnings capacity by making him ill in the future

Future opportunity cost of healthimpairing behavior
• Opportunity cost of time (Grossman 1972; Dee 2001; Cowell 2006;
Skorobogatov 2012).
• Cowell (2006): the three period model of the future opportunity cost in
which "the combined effect of the future health consequences of the
unhealthy behavior on being alive in period three together with the effect
of education on future wages“
• Identification of the interest effect: discontinuous jumps in earnings as a
result of a degree effect using discrete factor approximation (quasi
maximum likelihood) estimator (Mroz 1999)
• Smoking, binge drinking, and binge drinking frequency were regressed by
the interest degree variables and controls for effects implied by the
alternative models -- schooling and a number of personal and other
controls to separate influence of unobserved heterogeneity
• The main idea and conclusion were that people take care about their
health depending on their long-term earnings perspective

Current opportunity cost of physical
inability
•

Skorobogatov (2012): skills affect the drinking pattern via the currently expected
earnings

•

The hypothesis tested by Cowell has much in common with that tested in this
paper:
common in research question - testing the mechanism relating human capital to
health behavior
in interest mechanism - opportunity cost in terms of forgone earnings
in estimating technique - using instruments
• The main difference in interest mechanism is opportunity cost in terms of current
rather than future forgone earnings. It entails difference in prediction, namely,
smoking is to be much less important factor than binge drinking.
•

Control for the efficiency mechanism can be accomplished through inclusion of
schooling, and control of unobserved heterogeneity at some extent can be made
via inclusion of a number of personal and other controls

The inverted U-shape link between
alcohol use and earnings
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Bray (2005): effect of alcohol use on the return to education and work experience. In his wage equation, Bray used
three vectors related to demographics, human capital, and health status. Drinking was assumed to affect wage
through health and human capital accumulation. The result was that heavy, rather than moderate, alcohol
consumption adversely affects the return.
Barrett (2002): wage premium for drinkers and wage penalty for heavy drinkers. Heaviness of drinking was
measured by Barrett via amount of drink at a single sitting as it was stated to be more strongly correlated with
health effects than volume consumed per a period or frequency of drinking.
MacDonlad and Shield (2001): using several indicator variables on the base of drinking frequency also supported
the inverted U-shaped link
Srivastava (2010): frequent bingers experience reduced earnings whereas non-bingers and occasional bingers have
wage premium over abstainers
Kim and Roshin (2009): On the data of RLMS the U-shaped link was supported
Lye and Hirschberg (2010): the alcohol-income puzzle consisting in that wage bonus was associated with moderate
alcohol use while health effect related to moderate drinking was very little. It implies that there is to be some
omitted variables associated both to alcohol use and human capital.
French et al. (2011): pathways to good and poor performance are distinguished as results of moderate drinking
and alcohol misuse. The latter is described via behaviors like weekly or more frequent binge drinking and alcohol
dependence. In this context, employment problems are considered such as being fired or laid off from a job, being
unemployed, conflict with a supervisor/co-worker.
Peters (2009): drinking as a way of investing in social capital in the American army. His result was that officers who
drank had wage bonus comparing non-drinkers
Cawley and Ruhm (2012): the peer effects which may underlie the alcohol-performance pathways. They
distinguish the three channels -- common constraints, information spillovers and `bandwagon effect'.

Impact of prices on drinking
• Cook and Peters (2005): for solving the paradox, they applied to exploring
the link between prices and drinking. As a measure of drinking they used
frequency of binge drinking, specifically 6 drinks or more on a single
occasion. According to their results, prevalence of full-time work increases
with alcohol prices that the authors explained via an inverse effect of
alcohol use on labor supply. Hence a decrease of alcohol use due to the
prices rise is to increase labor supply. Further, they revealed a positive
association between alcohol prices and earnings of full-time workers
which suggests an inverse effect of drinking use on not only employment
but also on performance of the employed. Alcohol is treated by the
authors as a normal good, and thereby positive association between its
consumption and earnings can be explained by the income effect.
• Stockwell et al. (2011): agree who explored effect of minimum pricing on
alcohol use
• Cawley, Ruhm (2012): there is match between their conclusion and
positive income elasticity of alcohol demand supported by hundreds
empirical studies

TORA
• Becker and Murphy (1988): a rational addict allocates their budget
to maximize their life-time utility given the addictive good pays
depending on the stock of its past consumption
• The most interesting `counter-intuitive' implication hereof is that
long-term price elasticity is positively linked with addictiveness of a
good
• In empirical models, consumption of an addictive good was
regressed by its past consumption as well as past and expected
prices
• Cawley and Ruhm (2012): Its elaboration in the form of `the twostock model' was proposed in which two stocks of past
consumption were introduced into the model -- with the adjacent
complementarity and substitutability
• Baltagi and Geishecker (2006): testing the hypothesis on RLMS

Impact of economic condition on
drinking
• Dee (2001): alcohol abuse is induced by economic
recessions. Binge drinking is strongly countercyclical.
Economic recession induces drinking among both
getting unemployed and remaining employed
• Income effect is dominated by other factors, namely
opportunity cost of time and psychological stress.
Implicit price of binge drinking falls during recessions
so that this factor prevails if binge drinking is more
among unemployed than those remaining employed.
• Overall alcohol consumption and binge drinking
behave differently during the recessions - the former
dropped while the latter rose.

Link between alcohol use and alcoholrelated problems
• Danielsson et al. (2011): the bulk of the
alcohol-related problems are accounted for by
the minority of frequent heavy drinkers
• Thus, alcohol-related problems can serve
appropriate proxies of alcohol abuse and/or
dependence.

Empirical studies of alcohol use in
Russia
• Nemtsov (2000), Shiff et al. (2005), Pomerleau et al. (2005), Baltagi and
Geishecker (2006), Kim and Roshin (2009), Kusmitch' and Roshin (2007):
studies without referring to the skills or associated variables
• Denisova (2010): a trend, albeit a weak one, of the substitution of harder
spirits with softer drinks for the more educated and well-paid
• Leon et al. (2009): hazardous drinking is prevalent among those with low
educational attainment and poor economic positions
• Here we start with these results, examining the effect of the value of skills
in terms of its pecuniary return in more detail. Unlike the well-known
hypothesis, we analyze the effect of human capital on alcohol-related
health behavior rather than that of health condition on earnings. At the
same time, the latter hypothesis is adapted within our own hypothesis, as
it suggests that, while that relationship is present, people are aware of it
and accommodate it in their drinking decisions.

Measures of valuable skills
• Log total labor earnings (LTInc)
• Professional mastership (PM)
• Their interactions:
LTInc * higher median professional level
LTInc * eight levels of PM starting from the
second one

Drinking measures
Drinking pattern:
• On the streets: among men about 13% of men and among women only
3,6% answered positively this question
• At workplace: the corresponding values were 8.5% and 7.7%
• Without or before eating: 39% and 32% among men and 19% and 12%
among women
Self-reported alcohol-related problems
•
•
•
•

At work: about 4%, for female persons it is 0.4%
At home: 14.5% and 2.4%
In health: in excess of 12% and slightly more than 4%
Other problems: about 1.5% and 0.33%.

Controls for personal characteristics
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gender
Age and squared age
Marital status
Health status
Religious affiliation
Respect status

Controls for labor market conditions
• Log population size
• Average real income

Sample statistics of drinking patterns: by gender and median log
earnings (indicator)

Sample statistics of drinking patterns: by age
and median log earnings (indicator)

Sample statistics of drinking patterns: by education
degrees and median log earnings (indicator)

Sample statistics of drinking patterns: by median professional
group (indicator) and median log earnings (indicator)

Sample statistics of alcohol use grouped by
median earnings indicator and genders
• For males higher median group by earnings (hme) shows lower
participation rates across all the drinking dummies
• For females higher group by earnings, conversely, shows higher
participation in most cases
• only for two dummies, 3d and 6th, higher earnings female group displays
tangibly less participation rate
• only in one case (2d) females displayed higher participation, namely wellpaid women more often drink at workplace than men with any fortunes
• Thus, sign of the link between earnings and alcohol use is rather different
for genders: a preliminary account of such a difference may be related to
what is the main effect of earnings with respect to drinking. For men it
may be a financial opportunity cost of drinking so that higher earnings
would be consistent with higher opportunity cost of alcohol use/abuse,
whereas for women income effect may be of most importance. The cause
for this difference may be the fact that it is men who as a rule bear main
responsibility for a family welfare so that a man takes more care about his
earnings than a woman

Alcohol use grouped by median
earnings indicator and age
• In most cases age under 25 years displays more
share of the positive response for various
drinking variables in higher earnings group which
is obviously related to the fact that they are not
employed nor married
• Only the most active age between 39 and 59
displays consistent inverse link between earnings
and drinking participation rate. The latter age
displays also more difference between the
earnings groups by problems at workplace and in
health

Alcohol use grouped by median
earnings indicator and schooling
• There displays consistent drop in drinking
participation along with the growth of
educational attainment
• Difference in drinking problems in favor of
lower earnings groups grows weaker from
lower educational level to higher one

Alcohol use grouped by median earnings
indicator and professional mastership
• Drinking participation tends to fall from lower median professional
level to higher one
• Earnings tend to induce drinking participation in lower professional
group and once more higher one, but alcohol problems are
inversely related to earnings in both groups
• Difference in drinking problems in favor of lower earnings groups
grows weaker from lower professional level to higher one
• Thus, contrary to the intuition and the hypothesis to be tested in
this study, the mean values in Tables 3-4, as a whole, show stronger
inverse association between earnings and drinking for less educated
and professional workers. It could mean that either unskilled
workers are more financially induced not to abuse alcohol or
drinking entails more financial losses or, at last but not least, there
is some mixture of these mutual relationships.

The prediction
The hypothesis would be supported if the earnings in the upper levels
were correlated with the drinking effect dummies in a different way
than they are in the lower levels. In the first case, earnings are to be
a less favorable factor of the positive outcomes
• if a negative correlation is observed in both upper and lower levels,
then in the upper ones it is to be stronger
• if a positive correlation is observed for both, then in the upper ones
it is to be weaker
• The best result, with respect to fitting the hypothesis' prediction,
would be if a negative correlation were observed in the upper
levels, while a positive correlation or statistically insignificant
relationship were observed in the lower levels

Endogeneity issues
• Omitted variables: the unobserved heterogeneity of
respondents which implies that some of their unobserved
characteristics affect both interest regressors and
dependent variables
• A measurement error: self-reported data are vulnerable to
self-appraisal-related bias
• The reverse causality: an individual may form their attitude
to alcohol and face its effects before making a decision
about investment in human capital. If, for example, we
estimate earnings' effect on alcohol use in a simple
regression we will observe associations reflecting mutual
impacts instead of wanted causal one-way effect.

Order conditions of the model
identification
• The exact identification makes it to be
necessary to use two excluded instruments
• When dealing with a linear model imposing
overidentifying restrictions makes it possible
to apply Hansen J test of the validity of the
whole of instruments
• For this sake, we will use three instruments

GMM linear probability model
• Unlike nonlinear models including probit one, a linear probability
model as far as it is estimated with the GMM estimator allows to
use the relevance and validity tests of instruments, while not
producing heteroskedasticity-related inconsistent standard errors
(Baum et al. 2003)
• F statistic: testing joint significance of the coefficients on the
excluded instruments as well as the standard partial R-squared and
the Shea's partial R-squared
• Rule of thumb: difference between the standard partial R-squared
and the Shea' partial R-squared is not to be much
• Hansen J test of overidentifying conditions: for testing the null on
the orthogonality of the excluded instrument to an error term. The
p-value of the test in excess of ten means failure to reject the null
which allows us to consider the instruments to be valid.

Relevance and validity of at least of
one of the instruments
The reliability of the test requires relevance and
validity of at least of one of the instruments
Key identifying premise is that our instruments
affect a drinking pattern variable only through
our endogenous variables:
• at least one of our excluded instruments, namely,
regional real income is to affect the drinking
pattern no other way than via individual earnings.
• the same is likely to be true for the work
experience variables

The included instruments as covariates
of the excluded ones
Identification of the interest causation from the excluded
instrument to drinking pattern variables via
endogenous ones
• Covariates of work experience: gender and age
variables, the respect status and log population size
• Covariates of the real income: log population size,
schooling, health status, and religious affiliation
Important controls consciously dropped from the model:
• Smoking
• Body mass index

Lists of the instruments
The included instruments: gender, age and squared
age, schooling, marital, health, and respect
statuses, and dummy for muslim religious
affiliation
The excluded instruments: real regional income,
work experience and squared work experience.
These excluded exogenous covariates are implied to
affect the return to skills via a spectrum of both
subjective and objective opportunities of
employment and reward, while not being related
to the error term in the second stage equations.

The structural model

The regression of the error term

The conditional probability of the
positive response

The conditional maximum likelihood
estimator

Results for the interest regressors from
simple probit regressions

Results for log total labor earnings and professional level from
simple probit and simultaneous probit regressions

Continued

Results for log total labor earnings and the interaction term from
simple probit and simultaneous probit regressions

Continued

Summary of the results from the
simple probit equations
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

Amongst the eight equations for various drinking dependent variables five ones, 1st, 3d, 4th, 5th,
and 6th, display significant negative associations between log total earnings and a drinking pattern.
As for the interaction variables, a weak insignificant tendency is displayed for the higher
professional level variables to have negative correlation with a drinking pattern comparing with
those for lower professional levels. However, they fail to display a monotonous inverse trend across
all the professional levels.
Dummy for alcohol intake on workplace tends to display a positive associations with the interest
measures across the professional levels among which the fifth and the sixth display p-values under
0.1.
Pseudo R-squared in this equation is the smallest among the equations which implies that drinking
at workplace depends on earnings across all the professional levels and the specified range of the
controls much less than the other drinking pattern variables.
Sample size is consistently more in case of the alcohol effects variables than those for drinking
circumstances. And excluding the first equation the same holds for pseudo R-squared.
Except for the second equation, and in Table 6 the seventh too, all the equations display significant
negative associations between log total labor earnings and a drinking pattern
The other interest variable --- professional level in Table 6 and the interaction term for log total
labor earnings of higher median group by professional level in Table 6 --- except for the first
equation in Table 6 do not display any significant link with drinking variables.

Summary of the results from the
simultaneous probit equations
• Log total labor earnings: in all cases where it is admissible to have
simultaneous probit estimates as consistent ones they are either
positive (1st) or insignificant (2d, 5-8th), while a regular probit
tends to give more significant and more intensively inversed
associations between earnings and drinking pattern
• Professional level: except for the second equation, in all cases
where we can safely have simultaneous probit estimates as
consistent ones they display significant and more intense inverse
links between professional level and drinking patterns comparing
with a simple probit
• The interaction term: all the equations show insignificant results for
the earnings variable. The interaction term behaves generally the
same way as the professional level variable does

The results of testing the instruments
Wald tests of exogeneity: in two cases the test strongly rejects
the null of endogeneity
GMM linear probability model
• in all cases p-values of F statistic are under 0.001
• The values of F statistics and thereby partial R-squareds for
the earnings variable are as a whole 3-4 times exceed those
for the skills variable
• The adjusted R-squareds are higher for the latter
• The Shea's partial R-squareds are expectedly less than the
standard partial one, and the difference between them
tends to be the same for both earnings and skills variables
• Hansen J tests display p-values under 0.1 for the second
equation and the third one

Discussion of relevance and validity of
instruments
• F statistic: p-values < 0.001; the threshold value of 10
• R-squareds: not much difference between the standard and the
Shea's partial R-squareds
• J test: in two cases rejects the null of validity of the instruments
The general conclusions:
• estimates obtained via the instrumental probit regressions are
consistent and unbiased
• lack of significant link between log total labor earnings and any
drinking variables
• the skills variables have significantly inversely affect probabilities of
drinking on the streets and of all the alcohol-related problems
• probability of drinking on workplace, is positively affected by the
skills variables

Discussion of the results for the
earnings variable
Complex nature of earnings effect
• earnings induce demand for alcohol given the latter is a normal
good
• higher earnings are consistent with more opportunity cost of
drinking
• control for professional level so that this effect is for earnings
unrelated to professional level, e.g. for people working not by their
specialty, common labor, rent-takers etc.
Inconsistent estimates from the simple probit are significantly inverse
• the reverse effect of alcohol abuse on earnings
• as far as this effect is inverse one the inconsistent estimates
containing the two bilateral effects are to be inverse ones.

Discussion of the results for the skills
variable
• Whereas unskilled workers do not respond to their earnings change
as to their involvement in alcohol abuse skilled workers do respond,
namely, their probability of alcohol abuse drops when their
earnings rise
• Such an inverse effect of the skilled variables can be explained by
the opportunity cost of leisure
• Positive effect of the skills variables on dummy for drinking at
workplace can be explained by the widespread in Russia corporate
culture assuming mini-parties on workplace at the end of or after
working day
• That the effect of earnings on the drinking variables do not depend
on the professional mastership according to the inconsistent
estimates and that this effect do depend on the skills variables
according to consistent estimates can be explained by
measurement error

The reverse causality bias
• It is to display in estimates of effects of both
earnings and professional level, in the former
case this bias is to be much more than that in
the latter case, since a time span for the
revealing the reverse effect is much shorter
• A hard-drinking person may immediately face
their earnings fall, but it is not the case as to
their professional level

Implications for economics and
practice
• The main finding: persistent inverse casual pathways of skilled workers'
earnings on the measures of their drinking patterns
• Time opportunity cost approach: higher earnings are related to more or
harder work for unskilled workers, while not being related to higher hour
wage, and skilled workers do face higher hour wage; so, the same rise in
earnings may involve higher opportunity cost of leisure for skilled workers,
while not involving the same for unskilled ones
• Economics of transition: the total structural transformation in Russia has
resulted in loss of jobs by skilled workers and made them work not by
their specialty. So, their knowledge and work experience have become
useless with as regard to their job responsibilities and hour wages
• Policy implication: human potential and its realization may be a major
force of, not only. economic growth but also, temperance of people with
respect to alcohol and other drugs

Thank you!
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